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PREFACE

During Phase—I of the DANIDA assisted Orissa Drinking Water

Project, a Il—tier Maintenance System has been established in

two Blocks, Delang and Rajkanika in Pun and Cuttack districts,

respectively. The system is currently under field testing as a

Research & Development Programme. Being an innovative activity,

with the potential of replacing the present Ill—tier Maintenance

System practised by the PHED in Onissa, close monitoring and

evaluation is an integral part of the IT Tier Maintenance System.

Two Divisions of the Danida Project Directorate (DPD) have been

jointly responsible for establishing and field testing the system:

the Socio-Economic Division (SED) and the Training & Maintenance

Division (TMD). The two divisions have also carried out the

monitoring and evaluation of the system.

As per the Phase I Plan of Op~ration of DPD prepared in 1985, a

preliminary evaluation report was to be produced by the end of

Pnase—I (March 1987). This was later postponed to June 1987.

The Il-tier Maintenance System has also been established in

Qiandbali Block, the third Block of the project in Phase I. This

Block is not included in the present evaluation, since the

process of establishing the system was started after March 1987.

Data available upto June 1987 for Delang and Ra3kanika

Blocks, form the basis of this report.

The monitoring of the system has yielded very valuable informa-

tion on the functioning and preformance of the II Tier Maintena-

nce System and on the functioning of the handpumps installed

by the project.
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The present prelimin~ry evaluation report is the outcome of a

joint effort by SED and I!~D. The undersignedhave compiled

this report on the basis of data available to them, as well as

field observations during establishment and operation of the

system.

Raj Kumar Daw
Training & Maintenance
Adviser.

Bhubaneswar

3rd August, 1987.

( /~1
Sanjay Kumar Khatua Kurt Morck J~
Socio—Economic— Soclo-Economic
Executive. Adviser.



SUMMARY

The following objectives, as laid down in the formulation of the

Il-tier Maintenance System, have been fuilfilled so far

- SE~1shave been trained and equipped to undertake all

maintenanceand repair of handpumpsin Delang and Rajka-

nika Blocks.

- The SEN’s routine preventive maintenancehas been observed

to contribute to a reduction in the incidencesof break-

downs of India Mark II handpuinps.

- There is-no significant time lag between break downs of

pumps and their repair. This is apparent from the lack

of reports of pump break down over long periods, from the

monitoring system.

— Villagers have been motivated to some degree in accepting

a resident artisan in the new role- as SEN.

- A viable system of remuneration for the SENs service

through local banks has been established.

The following objectives have not yet beenfulfilled

- Efficient maintenance of about 20 pumps by one trained,

skilled artisan is not yet fully established since a

large number of SENs have not yet received their projected

numbers of pumps. The pumps distributed so far are, howe—

ever, being maintained efficiently, primarily due to a

regular system of preventive maintenanceand a low

frequencyof breakdowns of pumps.

- Bottlenecks in the supply of spar~eparts, administrative,

and technical support from the 2nd tier (Junior Engineer

at the Block level), are not yet fully removed in this

system.

— Apart from reporting breakdownsto the SEN, villagers
are not yet sufficiently motivated to actively assist the

SEN in his maintenanceand repair activities.
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- The community has not yet been encouraged or do not yet

feel motivated to contribute to the services rendered by

the SEN through a regular payment system organized

through water committees.

— It is not yet clearly known whether the community (i.e.

handpump user group) has gained full confidence in the

SEN as a technically qualified mechanic.

— The majority of artisans identified as SENs by SED are

village blacksmiths. The other artisans who have become

SENs are cycle mechanics.

— Initially a total of 70 artisans were identified in the

two Blocks, 59 were selected for training and 48 finally

commissioned as SEMs.

- Training of selected artisans was done in two phase, in

groups of about 10 artisans at a time at field locations.

- A total of 12 training programmes were conducted in the

two Blocks with Socio—economIsts and Junior Engineers

acting as trainers.

— Training material and curricula, considering literacy and

comprehension levels of artisans, were formulated specia-

lly for this purpose.

- The first phase of training prepared SENs for undertaking

preventive maintenance of pumps. The second phase taught

them all aspectsof major and minor repairs. Record

keeping needs was an integral part both training phases.

- Commissioning of SEMs after training included execution

of contracts betweenthe Project and the SEMs,.handover

of bicycles and tools, and handover of pumps given to the

SEMs for maintenance.

- Commissioning of SEMs in Delang was done in 3 batches

during August to November 1986, and in 4 batchesin Rajka—

nika during August 1986 to January 1987.
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- A system of direct transfer of remuneration from the

Project to the SEN through local banks has been

established.

- The 2nd Tier of the maintenance system comprised of a

Junior Engineer and his maintenance crew. This tier

has been reinforced by a Socio-economist.

— The 2nd Tier has been made responsible for technical

checks of completed pumps and their handover for mainte-

nance to the 1st Tier, the SEMs.

— The 2nd tier has also been made responsible for field

monitoring of the performance of the SEN through monthly

meetings and field visits for repair and monitoring,

supply of spareparts, technical back—up to the 1st Tier

and maintenanceof recordsat Block level.

— The maintenanôe system has been monitored with the inten-

tion of creating a data base for the evaluation of all

its components.

— Another purpose for monitoring the system was to conti—

nously identify bottlenecks occurring and introduce

consequent changes to improve the system.

— The monitoring methodology included interviews with SEl4s,

their responses to questionnaires, monthly meetings at

block level with the Junior Engineer and Socio—Economist

and recording of maintenance data in registers and log

sheets. -
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CONCLUSIONAND RECOMMENDATIONS

— The process of identifying and selecting artisans by

Socio—economis1~ have resulted in higher motivation and

involvement of the artisans as SElls.

The identification and selection of individual SEMs

demands a lot of time. In the future, initial information

and motivation meetings should take place for a group of

artisans at a central location at a time.

— The limitation of selecting blacksmiths and cycle mecha-

nics only as SEMs, should in future be relaxed in Blocks

where such artisans are fewer in number. In such cases the

choice of potential SEMs should also include motivated,

literate youth and other mechanics having a fixed work

place. -

— For training, the extra number of trainees should be

fixed for a particular area. Evaluation of the trainees

should be made during the course and the best selected

as SENs.

— The preparation of a training curriculum, emphasizing

the use of Oriya terminology for pump components, standard

and special tools and work procedures have proved to be

advantageous in facilitating training, especially for

the illiterate and semi—literate artisans.

Selection of training venues in villages have made such

venues easily accessible to trainees and provided

proximity to the trainees with their actual work environ—

ment and faciliataidemonstrations and field work

— A more systematic reporting of the follow-up action taken

by the 2nd Tier after receiving reports of problems from

the 1st Tier at~onthly Meeting needs to be established.

It will then give an indication of the extent to which the

2nd Tier is able to fulfil its supportive role to the 1st

Tier.
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— Follow—up action on SEMs’ reports about water quality

problems to the 2nd Tier needs attention.T his activity

was not initially foreseen as the task of the 2nd Tier,

and needs the direct attention of the DPD.

— At present the records maintained by the 2nd Tier do not

give a clear picture of repairs carried out. Records need

to be improved upon so that accurate timely data is

available. The records of one Block (Rajkanika) was quite

inadequate.

The record keeping system for spare parts is very inadequate,

and has not resulted in any conclusion.

— The record keeping needs at the 2nd Tier level is quite

voluminuous, and may need additional staff support.

— The monitoring and supervision of the 2nd Tier has so far

been inadequate.

— SEMs have generally received only 67% of this projected

number of pumps. About one third of the SENs are working

with less than half their number of pumps. This indicates

the need to examine the implementation, technical check

and handover sequence in detail to identify the bottle

necks. This observationgains significance since it is

an observation 3 months after completion of Phase-I

imp lementationperiod.

The frequency of major repairs for India Mark-Il handpumps

have been generally low. Minor repairs have generally been

limited to replacements of nuts and bolts.

Close attention should be given from DPD to support the.

functioning of the 2nd Tier in order to make the maintenance

system as a whole, viable.

— Detailed data collection on the functioning of the 1st Tier

has only been done once. For the future, detailed monitor-

ing of the performanceof the 1st Tier should be done

- ~ ~-- __
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according to a fixed schedule. The interview technique

has to be uniform for all SEMs in the two Blocks.

— Monitoring data on the SENs performance show that

regular, preventive maintenance is carried out by almost

all SElls.

— News about pump breakdowns reach the SEN through various

channels of the “informal reporting system” and most

repairs are attended to within the following day.

— SEMs are able to maintain their own records with few

exceptions only. Illiterate SElls seek assistance from

literate family members or neighbours.

— Monthly meetings involving all SElls in a Block, the Junior

Engineer, the Socio—economist and the JEs crew have served

the dual purpose of monitoring the performance of the

Il—Tier system, and monitoring the performance of handpump

installations of the project.

— Monthly meetings should be given high priority in the

monitoring of the system in the future. However, monitoring

data emerging fromllonthly Meetings need to be supplemented

by periodical monitoring of each individual SEll’s

performance.

The major responsibility of conducting the training was

borne by SED with ‘I1~1D sharing the responsibilities to

a lesser degree. This had advantages in terms of close

communication between the Socio-economists and the artisans

and disadvantages in terms of a weak contribution by Junior

Engineers in their unfamiliar role as trainers.

Training and orientation of Junior Engineers in their

new role as trainers is a necessary prerequisite for

successful establishment of the system infuture.
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Due to low populations of pumps in SElls’ operational areas

and delayed procurement of tools and bicycles, commi-

ssioning of SElls had to be postponed on many occassions.

The system of monthly payment to the SElls through bank pass

books has functioned smoothly.

If the present payment system is to continue, IND has to

take over the responsibility of its administration in order

to demonstrate its viability within the normal funding

frame work of P1-TED. Additionally, there is a need to

further explore the possibility of mobilizing the handpump

user groups to participate in the payment system.

The 2nd Tier at the Block level has not yet fully developed

the capability to take on the responsibility as the first

line of administration of the maintenance system. Reporting

and control of the maintenance system is therefore weak not

yielding timely and accurate data.

The frequency of breakdowns of lnalsa Suction pumps has

been high. This has severely strained the supply of necess-

ary spareparts, because of a high failure rate of one

particular component.

— About 10% installation have indicated problems related to

water quality and quantity. In comparison, incidence of

unsatisfactory installation was low. Rusting of pump heads

was a widely reported problem. Failure of tubewells occurred

in 1.3% cases of pumps handed over to SElls.
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BACKGROUND

In early 1984, the Appraisal Report for the DANIDA assisted

Drinking Water Supply Project in Orissa recommended the

establishment of an intensive, village based maintenance

system for hand pumps as a modification of the 111—tier

system. The feasibility of such a modified system was to

be tested in Phase—I of Project.

The conceptual framework for the system was worked out by

the Socio-Economic Division (SED) of the Danida Project

Directorate (DPD) during 1985 and a manual for its imple-

mentation was subsequently produced in 1986.

In 1985 SED carried out a survey of existing village arti-

sans (carpenters, blacksmiths and cycle mechanics) to gain

insight into the employment status of these artisans, their

levels of income and their willingness to work as a part of
maintenance system. The survey showed that a sufficient

number of skilled artisans were willing to undertake such

work.

During implementation of Phase I of the Project, during

(Aug. 1985 to March 1987~ SED, in cooperation with the

Training and Maintenance Division (TMD), were responsible

for the establishment of the system,its organization,

day-to-day management, monitoring and evaluation.

Initially the TI—tier system was planned to be established

as a Research & Development activity in only two blocks,

Delang and Rajkanika. By the end of the Phase-I it was

decided to also establish the system in Chandbali, the

third project block, during the subsequent Interim Phase

( April— Sept.87).
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The present report is a preliminary evaluation of the IT

Tier Maintenance System, established and operating in

Delang and Rajkanika Blocks of Pun & Cuttack Districts,

respectively. It has been jointly prepared by the Socio

—Economic and Training & Maintenance Divisionsof the

DANIDA Project Directorate.

The framework for the 11-tier maintenance system for hand—

pumps evolved out of the identified weaknesses of the

Ill—tier system, which was initially suggested by UNICEF

and later adopted all over in India.

The assumptions behind the 11-tier systemare based on the

need for a village based maintenance system in which the

Self Employed Mechanic-SEM(or handpump mistri), who is

a resident, an artisan of a particular locality, and would

be trained to maintain and repair the handpump with close

interaction with the users of the handpump. The SEMs

would carry out preventive maintenance to ensure sustained

performance of the pumps, and undertake repairs before

break downs occured. The users would directly inform the

SEM about maintenance needs of pumps and the SEN would

then attend to the problems without having to mobilize any

other intermediary level.

To support the SEN with supply of spare parts,

technical assistance in case of difficult repairs and

payment for his service,a 2nd tier would have to be estab—

lished at the Block level.

The system was assumed to be a feasible alternative to the

111—tier system which never was seriously implemented

in Orissa. The system would have a lower per unit mainte—

nance cost as well as invite a higher degree of user

involvement for maintenance.
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The system would not suffer from the logistical drawbacks

of the Ill—tier system since a single block in the Danida

Project area, in 1990, would have the same number of pumps

as a single district, in 1979, when the Ill—tier system

was introduced in Orissa. The logistical support of the

11—tier system would, to a large extent, rest on the

SI~M who would be able reach all pumps alloted

to him,by bicycle.

In brief the system was to be established based on the

following preconditions

— the existance of a skilled residents in village

who could become maintenance personel, i.e. SElls.

— the existance of an efficient reporting system,

i.e. users directly reporting breakdowns to the

SEN.

- the existance of a procedure which assured conti—

nuity and availability of SEMs, i.e. a close

relatives of the SEN may be trained to replace

the SEM~if the need arose.

— the existance of a high degree of direct involve-

ment of the handpump users in the maintenance

system, where they would not feel alienated from

it.

- the existance of an efficient spare parts supply

procedure, and technical and administrative backup

system which would be the primary task of the 2nd

tier (Junior Engineer).

The 11—tier system aims at fulfilling the following

objectives

— ensuring the efficient maintenance of about 20

handpumps by one trained, skilled artisan. As a
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SEN he would be trained and equipped to undertake

all maintenance and repairs of hand pumps.

- minimizing the time lag between reporting of

breakdowns by involving users in reporting directly

to the SEN thus enhancing community participation.

— reducing the bottlenecks in the administrative

back—up including spare parts supply and technical

support from the 2nd tier.

- motivating villagers to accept the resident artisan

in his new role as an SEN and to assist him in his

maintenance and repair activities.

- introducing a viable system of remuneration for

the SEN through local banks.

— encouraging the community to contribute to the

payment for the services rendered by the SEN

through a water tariff system managed by water

committees, when community confidence in the SElls

had been developed.
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IDENTIFICATION & RECRUITMENTOF ARTISANS

A major objective of the Il—tier Maintenance System is to make

use of the skills available at the village level for handpunip

maintenance and repair.

To make an assessment of the artisans and skills available and

identify SElls for training and subsequent recruitment, an

inventory of rural artisans was made. The inventory yielded

information on

— name, age, education, profession ol’ the artisans

- location of the workshop (if any)

- numberof family membersin the trade

— traditional operationalarea

- workload on the traditional occupation

— artisans willingness to work as an SEN

It was found that artisans willing to work as handpumpmechariics

exist in sufficient number as is evident from Table I

Detailed socio—economic data on SElls is also provided in Table 1.

It was observed from the survey that all the categoriesof

artisans, except few carpentersand cycle mechanics, were under-

employed in their trades and their income from their professions

was not so high (an average maximum of Rs. 600 p.m.), so as to dissu—

ade them from adopting other trades to supplementtheir income.

It also showed that most of the artisans, especially from black—

smithy and carpentry trades, had one or more family members

working in the trade.

In general the ‘Inventory’ findings supported the idea of

involving local artisans in handpump maintenance and facilitated

the planning and subsequent activities.
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Criteria for Identification and final Selection

For final selection of the requicec~ number of artisarl3, a set of
selection criteria of potential artisans willing to work as

SElls was made. The major considerations were

— artisan should be a permanent resident of a village

within an operational area

— the artisan should have skill and experience in a

traditional trade

— the artisan should have a fixed place of work or workshop

and a delineated “service area” for his traditional trade

— the artisan should have other family members with experi-

ence in the trade

The other guideline to identify the potential artisan willing to

work as an SEll was that he should havethe responsibility of

maintenanceof 20 to 30 handpumpsin a geographicalarea in a

radius of 2.5 Kin. In the case of blacksmiths this area should,

as far as possible, be identical with their traditional ‘service

area’.

The final identification was made by the Socio—economists through

individual meetingswith the artisans at their villages, at which

time they were given a detailed idea about the maintenance system,

it’s function, and the role of the artisans.

Though the number of artisans identified for training was little

higher than the requirement(24 for eachblock), it was decided

to consider all of them for training mainly to compensate for

future drop—outsand trainees later found unsuitable.

All the identified artisans underwent training. Out of them, 24

SElls were selected for each Block. Weak trainees were dropped.
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Observations and Recommendations

1. The involvement of socio—econornists from the stage of

surveying to selection of artisans resulted in better

participation and involvement from the artisans. The

initial briefing about the system helped artisans to make

rational decisions about the participations in the main-

tenance system. This is evident since there have been no

cases of dropouts so far.

It also helped SED and TMD to gain detailed insight in

the artisans workload, willingness and expectations in

becoming an SEN.

However, the identification and selection of artisans

could have been done more systematically

— Insteadof meeting the artisans individually at their

villages and getting their consent, they could be

informed and motivated about the system at a

central place.

— The maximum number of extra trainees should be fixed.

It should also be decided from which specific area

they should be taken.

- Evaluation of the performanceof individual trainees

should be made during training to facilitate recru-

itment of best trainees.

The assumptions to choose blacksmiths and cycle mechanics

against carpenters and other artisans should not overrule

geographicaland logistical considerationsof an SEll’s

operational area. In case blacksmiths and cycle mechanics

are not found in an ideal operational area, efforts shoula

be made to take other mechanics having a fixed workshop or

job place.

In general, the possibility of taking other categories of

people having technical aptitude and experience should be

explored.
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Table 1 : Identification & Selection of Artisans
and relevant Socio—economic Data on them

Avg.

Avg.

Avg.
from

Avg.
from

No.of villages/SEN

No.of pumps/SEN

distance of pumps
SEN’s village

distance of bank
SEN’s village

Iv ~Q2Y~2~

Blacksmiths

Cycle mechanics

Total

V T2~~_~2 Y_~~~_Io~~

I Artisans Identified

Total

Blacksmiths
Cycle Mechanics
Others

30
3
4

23
10

—

53
13

4

Total 37 33 70

II

Blacksmiths
Cycle Mechanics
Others

29
—

—

20
10

—

49
-

59

Ill

29 30

5 6
20 20

2.4 Km 1.8 Km

8.5Km 7.0Km

2.4(100%)

24 (50%)

14 (58%)

10 (42%)

24 (50%) 48(100%)

Less than Rs. 500

Rs. 501 - Rs. 800

Rs. 800 - Rs.1000

Rs.1001 — Rs.1500

Rs.1501 - Rs.2000 -

More than Rs.2CXJO 8%

21%

50%

8%

13%

54%

33%
4%

8%

38%

42%

6%

10%

100% 100% 100%



Table 1 (Contd.) 17

Delang

VI Age Distribution of SEllS

20 years - 30 years 59% 62% 60%

31 years - 40 years 21% 29% 26%

41 years — 50 years 16% 8% 12%

Above 50 years 4% 2%

100% 100% 100%

VII Level of Education

Illiterate 17% — 8%

1st — 5th std 42% 63% 52%

6th — 7th sto 25% 8% 17%

8th -10th std 17% 17% 17%

above 10th std 13% 6%

100% 100% 100%

VIII ~
Maintenance

Rs. ICC) - Rs. 150 33% 50% 42%

Rs. 151 - Rs. 2CC) 59% 42% 50%

Rs. 201 - Rs. 250 4% 4% 4%

Over Rs.250 4% 4% 4%

100% 100% 100%

IX Workin~Da~s~eryear
~

Less than 50 days 4% — 2%

51 - 100 days 8% 21% 15%

101 - 150 days 63% 17% 40%

151 — 200 days 25% 25% 25%

201 — 250 days 20% 10%

More than 250 days - 17% 8%

100% 100% 100%



~--‘~~--~ ~
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TRAINING OF SEllS

The first tier of the IT Tier Maintenance System is the Self

E~ployed Mechanic — SEll, a resident of a village in the project

Blocks, an artisan servicing a particular locality or group of

villages or hamlets . The SEN would undergo training so as to

be able to maintain handpumps. Within the frame-work of

identifying the SEll, and establishing the 1st Tier, training of

SENs was the precondition for a well functioning maintenance

system and therefore an important activity.

The aims of training, in one of the early documents in DPD on this

subject, were to pass on

1. Knowledge of basic tools used on hand pumps

2. Knowledge of hand pump mechanisms

3. Knowledge of the organisational framework of P1-TED, and

the SEN’s roLe in it.

In keeping with the above aims, the training content was initially

forseeri as

I. Materials used for manufacture of hand pumps

2. Mechanisms of hand pumps

3. Installation of hand pumps

4. Trouble shooting and Check Lists.

5. Iron content in water & Iron Removal Units

6. Filtration of water

Detailed Training Schedules were drawn up after discussions

between SED and Th1D and the above aims underout some changes. The

strategy agreed to was that training would be conducted in two

parts for each batch of trainees.

The first part of training lasting 6 to 7 days was intended to

equip the SEN to undertake preventive maintenance. After this

training the SElls were supposed to be given 5 pumps each to carry
I I

out preventive maintenance for a familianisation period of about

2 months.
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The second part of training was for 12 to 15 days. This training

prepared the SElls for below—ground repairs of India Mark II

pumps, and other maintenance needs of pumps.

Annexure 1 contains an excerpt of a report that highlight the

main considerations for planning of the SElls’ training programmes.

By the end of January 1986, the general planning

for the training courses was completed. By March

86, SED had completed the detailed planning. Detailed training

schedules formulated on the basis of the plan are also included

in the Annexure.

Table 2 below gives the details of the training programmes

conducted, their dates arid locations.

Table 2: Training Locations & Detes in 1966

!~22~42~

No.of
Dat~&a SE

No.of
~ SElls~.an.g

Batch 1

Batch II

Batch Ill

10—15/Feb.
at Berboi

03—08/March
at IndipurDeuli

17—22/March
at Hanirajpur

10

9

7

5—17/May
at Delang
Stri.Bzr.

14—24/July
atlndipurDeuli

14—�4/July
at Hacirajpur

10

9

9

17—22/March
at Cherantapada

31/Man—5/April
at Ayatana

31/Mar—S/April
at Seopada

9

10

9

02—13/June
at Cherantapad~

18—28/June
at Ayatana

18—28/June
at Seopada

9

10

11

Batch 1

Batch II

Batch ITT

As will be evident from a comparison of the planned and actual

training dates, two out of the twelve training programmes were

delayed by a week and the rest followed the planned schedule closely.

~-~: -
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At the outset it was recognised that the training would be aimed

at illiterate and semi-literate village artisans. Therefore a

great deal of thought went into formulation of technical termino-

logy and phraseology to be used by the trainers. A uniform set of

terms were developed in Oriya for components of the pumps, standard

and special tools, and work procedures.

Training material consistant with the above vocabulary, was

developed in the form of two booklets, one for each part of the

training. After these books were initially used, they were

modified slightly in subsequent training programmes to enhance

their usefulness.

Training venues were chosen in villages with the consideration

that groups of 8 to 10 trainees would find it convenientto travel

to the venue each day, during the training. A second consideration

for selection of venues was the availability of hand pumps near

the venue for demonstrations of maintenance and repairs. As

Table 2 will indicate, generally each batch of trainees consisted

of 10 artisans.

Part I of the training consisted of

- Introductions to the Danida Project

- Importance of safe drinking water

- The need for a Community based Maintenance System

— Assessment of skills of trainees

— Descriptions of different types of pumps and their parts

— Descriptions of Tools needed for pump installation &

maintenance

— Demonstrations of Repairs and Maintenance

- Demonstration of Pump Installation & Platform Construction

— Preventive Maintenance needs of pumps

- Maintenance of records

- Short term and Long term responsibilities
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In the second part of the training, the course content covered

- Retention of training content of Part I training

- Principles ar-id theory of deep well and suction pumps

— Components of pumps and cylinders

— Familiarisation with tools needed for pump repairs &

maintenance

- Demonstration of below-ground repairs o±~IN IT pumps

— Supervised practicals of below—ground repairs and cylind-

er over—haul by trainees

— Need to work in groups and teams for major repairs

— Symptoms of problems of pumps and their remedies

— Maintenance of Records and the Reporting system

— Role of the 2nd Tier with reference to the SEN

As has been mentioned earlier, the training method used a vocabu-

lary of simple terminology for technical descriptions. It also

used illustrated training material, audio visual aids like slides

and charts, full scale models of assemblies and components,

demonstrations and supervised practicals in the field, role—plays

and feed back discussions. Special emphasis was given on artisans

showing lower levels of comprehension.

The major responsibility for conducting the training was borne

by SED with IMD sharing the responsibilities to a lesser degree.

This had both advantages and disadvantages.

The rapport between Socio—Economists and the Artisans was generally

strong, since their mutual contact was older. The socio—economists

were able to effectively practise the training approach outlined

earlier, i.e., using simple Oriya language, being repetitive about

important aspects, clearing doubts with patience and through

discussions. The socio—economists were at a disadvantage due to

their lack of practical experience with hand pump installation and

maintenance,and initially spoke without the confidencethat comes

from personalexperienceof having repaired pumps.

--

;-
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Junior Engineers from ThD should have performed the function of

technical trainers. This role was met by the JEs only to a

limited extent partly because they had not conceptualised their

role as trainers and partly because teaching technical matters

to artisans who have little formal training was not something

that JEs had done earlier. Also, the tendency to remain physically

aloof from demonstrations and praticals reduced the effectiveness

of the JEs as trainers.

Over the duration of the 12 training programmes these drawbacks

were overcome to some extent as socio—economists developed more

and more confidence with their training material and from their

accumulated practical experience, and as JEs began to make some

effort to communicate with and teach the SENs.

As the post—training activity of 11 Tier Maintenance System

will indicate, SENs were able to put their training to use.

Remaining areas of weakness, like maintenance of records, sequences

of visits, working in groups when attempting below-ground repairs,

were strengthened by post-training follow-up by Socio—Econornists

and Junior Engineers.



- ~ ~
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COMMISSIONINGOF SEMs & THE PAYMENTSYSTEM

The responsibility of hand pump repair and maintenance was handed

over to the SEN at the time of commissioning. At this stage two

major things were done

1. Signing of a contract between the project and the S~1

(Annexure 2)

2. Providing the SEN with necessary tools and a bicycle

At the time of commissioning, the following materials were

distributed to each SEN

1. 1 set standard tools, with 2 tool bags

2. 1 set special tools and tools box

3. 1 bicycle with reinforced wheels and carrier

4. English copy of Contract, and its Oriya translation

5. Lists of handpumps given to the SEN, with identification

and installation details

6. Identity Card

Soon after completion of Part-li Training, commissioning of the

SEMs was supposed to be done in batches. But due to low population

of the pumps and delayed procurement of tools and bicycles,

commissioning had to be postponed on numerous occassions.

The final schedule of commissioning of SEMs is given below in

Tables 3 & 4.
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Table 3 : Commiss~9~gse~uenceofSEMsthDe1eng

20.08.86 ~21.09.86 ~1B.1i.86

No. of SElls Commissioned 10 10 4

Max. no. of pumps given 19 10 7
toanSEll

Miri. no. of pumps given 6 1 1
to an SEN

Total nos. of pumps given 141 32 16
to all SEMs

Table 4 :

01.10.86 20.11.86 28.01.87

r No. of SElls Commissioned

Max. No. of pumps given
to an SEN

5

15

13

8

3

15

3

8

Mm. no. of pumps given
toanSEll

7 2 2
~

2

Total nos. of pumps given
to all SElls

47

-

49

-——~

23 16

Technical checks

Before hand—over of pumps to the SElls a physical check of the

pumps was done to ascertain their condition. This was done jointly

by the JEs of the field Divn. arid ThD, and the SEN. Initially the

Socio—Economists were also associated with the technical checks.

In Delarig Block, SEllS attended all technical checks, but in

Rajkanika this practice was stopped after SElls were commissioned.

kIter commissioning, additional pumps were distributed to SElls,

as pumps were installed and technical checks completed.

The manual of the IT—tier maintenance system states that

“to avoid the SEN’s inherent passive attitude towards complexities

arid also in order that an independent system grows for the possible

future administration by the water committees, a payment system
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through the local commercial bank pass books will be introduced”.

Monthly payment to the SENs through bank pass books was introdu-

ced in October 1986 in favour of the following major advantages

— there would be scope for the community to eventually take

over the system

— it would help in creating a feeling among the SElls of not

holding a Govt. job

— paymentto the SElls could be transferred directly from the

project head quarter to the SEN without involving any

intermediaries, it would be a convenient process, relatively

free of bureaucratic drawbacks

Since its introduction, the formal transactions of finances have

been going on smoothly. After monthly meetings the Socio-economists

prepare a statement of dues to the SENs. Money is deposited at the

bank in Bhubaneswarthrough Chief Adviser’s Office and it reaches

the bank branch at the block level within sevendays. The statement

of dues is prepared in the last week of each month and the SEN

gets credit in his account within the first week of the coming

month. However, not all the advantages argued in favour of the

system have been verified. In order to further test and develop

the system, there is a need for consistent efforts in related areas
1

like mobilizing the community to participate in the payment system,

which needsto be explored further.
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ESTABLISHMENT& OPERATION OF THE SECONDTIER

In the conceptual framework of the II Tier Maintenance System, the

Second Tier was to be staffed at the Block level, by a JE,

and a repair crew. The responsibilities of the 2nd Tier were

1. Conducting Training Programmes

2. Completing Technical Checks prior to Commissioning of SEMs

3. Continuing Technical Checks as installation were completed

4. Continuing Hand over of pumps to SElls, that had been

checked, both in the field, and by completion of contract-

ual formalities at monthly meetings

5. Obtaining spareparts from ‘IT”JD and issuing spare parts

to SElls

6. Verifying SENs’ work records at monthly meetings

7. Maintaining records of Installation of Pumps, of Individual

SEMs, and Maintenance of Pumps, at Block level

8. Conducting monthly meetings and preparing reports of

monthly meetings for ThID

9. Visiting problem installation for verification, and

rectification wherever possible

10. Monthly reporting to 2ND on work done by the 2nd Tier,

i.e., Technical checks completed, Repairs attended, pumps

handed over, Spareparts used and required, etc.

Tables 5 & 6 give details of the establishment and accomplishments

of the 2nd Tier in Delang and Rajkanika.
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‘No. Month

D e 1 a n g

Checked Handed over

Ra~kanika

Checked Handed over

1. April86 36 - - -

2. May 65 - 28 -

3. June - - — -

4. July 21 — — —

5. August - 80 27 47

6. September 65 34 46

7. October — 16 - 46

8. November 26 - 37 22

9. December 68 - 35 65

10. January 87 11 43 55

11. February 25 32 11 42

12. March 19 — 41 —

13. April 23 - 26 -

14. May 9 7 N}( 79

15. June 11 24 NK —

Totals: 379* 236 306 301

* Includes 55 Test pumps.

Table 6 : Esthblishrnerit orn2lbo Tier.

Establishment

tig

1. JE appointed on 8.11.85 1,5.86

2. JE’s crew
appointed on

a. Fitter

b. Helper 1.

2.

May

May

July

1986

86

86

1.

2.

3.

Oct.

Aug

Aug

Aug

‘86

86

86

86(t ermiriated)

30

Table 5 : conoioofTCck~ov
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Observations:

1. Re2airs attended : A clear recording of monthly repairs

is not available at both Blocks. Detailed analysis of

existing records (in diary form of the Fitter) is necessary.

2. S2are~arts : Receipts of spare parts and issues to SElls

have been recorded, but reconciliation of receipts and

usage is not available.

3. ~ : Joint reports

prepared by JE and SE are available for all meetings, from

December 86, when meetings were started upto June 87.

4. ~ : Work reports detailing location of

pumps where technical checks were completed and where

problem installation reports were verified and rectified,

are mostly available for both Blocks. The maintenance

information available does not distinguish between repairs

done by the 1st and the 2nd Tier.

5. Ana1~sisofDath : Prom the available records, some analy-

sis has been attempted on the following aspects

— Work loads of SENs

- Nature and Frequency of Repairs done by SENs

— Individual details of work loads and sequence of

Handover of pumps to SElls

- Individual details of Nature & Frequency of repairs

by SElls

- Nature of Problem Installation

This data is presented in Annexure3, and its implications

are discussed elsewhere in this report.
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6. ~

As will be evident from the preceeding information, the

following conclusions emerge

- Linuike SEs, who were associated from the very beginn-

ing, at the planning stages, JEs came into system

late. This had its obvious drawbacks. They were not

able to understand their roles as trainers clearly.

Similarly, they have not clearly understood their

responsibility as the ~

of the Maintenance system.

— These problems have resulted in a reporting and

control of the maintenance system that is not

yielding accurate and timely data. Also it has not

been possible to gradually bring about changes in the

operation of the 2nd Tier based on field experience.

— The reasons for these drawback could be many. However,

some of the main reasons are

- late induction of JEs into the system

- dual responsibilities of JEs to the Field Divi-

sion and to 2ND

- irregular reporting from the JE, and lack of

follow—up from 2ND

— dependance of the JEs on SEs

- heavy administrative work loads of record keeping

at Block level on the JE

- fragmentary patterns of pump installation

- lack of support from 2ND

In conclusion, it has to be noted that the role of the

2nd Tier was not very clearly conceived at the start.

This was due to the pronounced preoccupation with the
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establishment and operation of the 1st Tier. The consequent

neglect faced by the 2nd Tier, and the assumptioris that JEs

know their responsibilities and so their functioning was

of secondary importance, are probably the main reasons for

the 2nd Tier’s weaknesses. Therefore, the 2nd Tier now

demands close attention since it represents the support

—function level, without which the 1st Tier can easily

collapse at any stage.



~~--

2
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MONITORING OF THE SYSTEM

General

The status of the Il-tier maintenance system as a research and

development programme implied, among other things, that its

performance, progress and results had to be closely monitored

for two main reasons

1. Detailed monitoring generated information about problems

and bottlenecks occuring, which could be immediately

rectified

2. Regular monitoring data would eventually contribute to

an evaluation of the system

The types of monitoring of the Il—tier system have been grouped in

three categories

1. Recorded observations from the establishment (training)

stage of the system

2. Monitoring of certain aspects of the 1st tier of the

system, after its establishment, through interviews and

structured questionnaires

3 Maintenance records and reports from the monthly meetings

of SElls at the Block level, conducted by the Junior

Engineer and Socio-Economist

Establishment

After each training course an observation report was prepared

by the Socio—economist involved. The reports gave an assessment

of the course performance, including

1. motivation of trainees, interest and capacity to learn

2. availability, contribution and aptitude of resource persons

These reports served a monitoring and documentation purpose and

helped to identify problem areas, which were subsequently

improved upon.

-I,
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This category of monitoring primarily had its focus on the 1st

tier of the system, the SEN. The following aspects were moni-

tored through interviews with structured questionnaires:

1. A one—time baseline survey of the professional, socio

—economic and motivational background of the SElls

2. A one-time assessment of the retention of the technical

training imparted to the SElls

3. Quarterly monitoring of the preventive maintenance and

repair performance of the SEN

4. Quarterly monitoring of the handpump users’ response

and attitude towards the SEN -

Month 1~meetin~s

In Rajkanika, 7, and in Delang, 8 monthly meetings were

held since December 1986.

Monthly meetings were held for one full day each month in the

office of the Block Store. All SElls in the Block assembled there

to show their record books and log sheets to the JE and SE. The

JE verified the data recorded (repairs, use of spareparts) by

the SEN in his repair and maintenance log book. The SElls submitt-

ed indents for new spareparts requirements at these meetings.

The data generated in these monthly meetings were valuable for

the monitoring of the maintenance system. The following informa-

tion was recorded in these meetings

1. Major and minor repairs undertaken during the month

2. Use of spareparts during the month

5. Condition of the pumps as observed by the SEN during the

month

~-~- ~ ,-~~
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4. Water quality problems as reported by the beneficiaries

and verified by the SEN

5. Condition of the platform, drainage and platform

envi ronrnent

6. Instances of internal collaboration between SElls

7. Instances of SElls taking the assistance of the JE

The following information was also gathered from discussions with

the SElls

1. Ways of reporting breakdowns to the SEN

2. Time lag between users reporting breakdown and SEll’s

repair

3. Users’ reaction towards the SEN

The data on water quality and handpump condition constitute

valuable data for the project in terms of an ongoing evaluation

of the performance of the project’s main tangible activity —

installation of hand pumps.

Annexure 4 contains the Log Sheets used by SElls to report their

monthly maintenance work to the JEs at Monthly Meetings.
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ANALYSIS OF MONITORING DATA

~

Reports and documentation on SElls training courses have served

the purpose of modifying training techniques, and contents of

specific sessions in later programmes. They also helped in

gradually rectifying the orgariisational and resource personnel

problems which occured.

During the establishment of the Il—tier Maintenance System in

Phase-Il Blocks such reporting after each training course should

continue.

Tier

Monitoring of the 1st Tier through interviews and with questionn-

aires was done only once, in February-March 87, although part

of this category of monitoring was scheduled to be carried out

once in a quarter. The Socio—economists responsible were not

able to conduct subsequent rounds of monitoring, due to other

preoccupations. The monitoring data collected so far, is therefore

of limited value, since they only represent one round of inter-

views. The subsequent changes or improvement in the SElls’ perfor-

mance is thereafter known only from their reporting in the

monthly meetings.

The baseline data on SElls are shown in brief in Table 1.

Two sets of data are especially important

1. The SEll’s level of income from his traditional trade vis—a

—vis his income from maintenance of pumps

2. The SEll’s level of education.

Although the additional income from maintenance cannot be said

to be a substantial increase in income for most SElls, it is

nevertheless very much acknowledged to be at least a convenient

addition to the household income. For the poorest SEl4s however,

the income directly supports the basic needs items in their

householdbudgets.
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For all SElls the motivational element to perform as responsible

and committed maintenance workers rests on the amount of

remuneration earned. The better—off SElls, who are already fully

employed, calculate the efforts they have to give for the

maintenance work in terms of time spent and subsequently whether

the income earned can compete with the opportunity cost of not

being active in their traditional trade during this period.

Level of education and literacy gains immediate relevance for

the SElls’ task of maintaining sparepart log sheets and maintenance

records of each pump. In cases of iliterate SElls, help in mainta-

ining records is taken from relatives and friends or neighbours

These cases have shown to be a little problematic at times, but

have been repeatedly dealt with in the regular monthly meetings.

A subsequent improvement has been observed.

The data produced from the first round of this type of monitoring

are presented in Table 7.

There is a striking difference between some of the data from the

SEMs’performance in the two rlocks. As a general observation

this difference cannot be said to accrue only from basic

differences between SElls, their workload, etc., in the two blocks.

Data from the two blocks were collected by different Socio—econo-

mists using different interview techniques and having somewhat

different approaches.

The interview technique has to be uniform for all SElls in the two

Blocks. This can only be rectified in future by letting the same

team of two Socio-economist carry out all quarterly monitoring

interviews.

The salient features of the SElls performance are ~s foUows

— A majority of SElls do not have a fixed itinerary for

preventive maintenance.

— A majority of SElls undertake preventive maintenance in

the morning hours.

-~T ~
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— A large majority of SElls carry out preventive maintenance

alone.

— In Delang reports about pump breakdowns reach the SEN

through four different channels with almost the same

frequency, viz, at the workshop or home of the SEll, at

the market place, in the SEN’s village or by regular

visitors passing by the SEN’s village. This shows that

the so called “informal reporting system”, one of the

important assumptions behind the TI—tier system as a

village based maintenance system, is working in a satis-

factory and flexible manner.

The data from Rajkanika show that all reports about pump

breakdown reach the SEN in his workshop or house. This

data may be questionable and need to be checked during

the next round of monitoring interviews.

In Delang most SElls (80%) attend to reported breakdowns

the following day. These data appears to be more reliable

than the Rajkanika data which states that only 25% of the

breakdowns are attended to the following day and 75% on

the day the reports have been received.

The explanation for the Rajkanika SElls attending to

breakdowns immediately is : “Concern for the users”.

This may hardly reflect the true concern of the SElls

but rather that of the Socio—economists conducting the

monitoring interview. This does not mean, however, that

SElls are not conscious about the necessity of satisfying

the usersneed.

In both Blocks the SElls are by and large satisfied with

the supply of spareparts at the time of interviewing. The

initial smooth supply of spareparts,however, is observed

to have deteriorated since then. This aspect of the 2nd

Tier needs closer attention and monitoring in the future.



— In Delang 17% of the SElls find that tools are insuff i-

dent. In this block almost half of the SElls face

difficulties in using the tools. This aspect needs to be

looked into further.

— In Rajkanika neither are complaints nor difficulties in

using tools reported. The reason for this needs to be

looking into in the next round of monitoring, with refer-

ence to observations in Delang.

— In both Blocks most SElls are maintaining their own records.

ckily totally illiterate ones seek the help of family

members or others.

— Almost all SElls in the two Blocks (94% & 98%) are satis-

fied with the present payment system.

For the future, it is recommendedthat data collection with the

questionnaires on the SElls performance be conducted in the

following manner

— One round in the beginning of PhaseII (Oct.—Nov.1987)

— One round at the middle of Phase 11 (April—May 1988)

— One round at the end of Phase IT (July-Aug. 1990)

The data generated will serve as input for the final evaluation

of the IT—Tier System in the three Blocks: Delang, Rajkanika and

Chandbali.

Monthly Meetings have functioned well and proved to be a good

monitoring tool. Provided reports and records are kept accurately

at both the 1st and 2nd Tier, the data generated will serve the

dual purpose of monitoring the performance of the IT Tier System

as well as monitoring the quality and durability of the handpump

installation of the project.

As a follow—up action to reports from SElls during Monthly Meetings

that some usersof handpumpswere not familiar with the SEN in

their area, SED distributed pamphlets to users introducing the

~ ~__~_z.~ -- - ________________________
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SElls. An identification signboard for each SEN to be placed

outside his house is presently being prepared oy ~

Monthly meetings have to be supplemented by periodical monitoring

of each SEll’s performance ttirough structured questionnaires and

interviews as suggested above. A more detailed picture of the

problems and condition of the pumps allotted to each SEN will

then emerge at the particular time of monitoring. During the

monthly meetings there has not been enough time to go into these

details and as the number of pumps per SEN increase this will

become increasingly difficult.

Monthly Meetings should be given high priority in the monitoring

system in future. Regular meetings will also serve as a means

to strengthen the 2nd Tier.

The Monthly Meetings resulted in joint reports eachmonth from

eachBlock preparedby the SE and JE. Apart from general comments

on attendance, regularity of visits and spare parts needs of each

BEN, eachmeeting resulted in a listing of installations with

maintenance and quality problems. Such maintenance problems were

to be rectified in the subsequent month by the 2nd Tier, and the

reports on installation and water quality problems were to be

verified by the JE or SE and reported again next month.

Generally maintenanceproblems recorded in monthly meetings were

rectified by the JE, but the reporting system for this activity

needsto be more systematic in future. The accuracy of records

kept by the 2nd Tier will then reflect the extent to which they

were able to fulfill their role as regardsmaintenancesupport

to the 1st Tier.

The follow—up action on reported cases of installation and water

quality problems also needs attention in future, especially

since it goes outside the scopeof activities orginally foreseen

for the 2nd Tier. This aspect of the monitoring data emerging

from the Maintenance System needs the attention of a higher level

of the Project organisation.
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Table 7 : Summary of Monitoring Data through Interviews &

Questionnaires

‘ ~
PUtII2S

Fixed Tnternary 39% .30%
(dates or routes)

Flexible 61% 70%

100% 100%

Ti ~
for Preventive Malt.

Morning 83% 65%

After—noon 6% 4%

No fixed time 11% 31%

III Preventive Maintenance
done with

Along 94% 87%

with Relative 6% 4%

with Paid Help 9%

IV Re2air Information Recd.

During

Preventive mainit. Visit 29% 43%

Separate Request 71% 57%

V Break down information
received

at Work Shop or home 30% 100%

at Market 30%

at Village thru. passer-by 20%

by regular visitor 20%

VT Attendance to Break down

intimation

Went immediately 20% 25%

Went same day - 50%

Went next day 80% 25%

~

‘i;~
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Vii ~

Concern for users 50% 100%

~n the same village 50% -

VIII ~

Satisfied 83% 96%

Not satisfied 17% 4%

TX Q2~_2t2_T22~

Sufficient 83% 100%

Insufficient 17%

X Difficulties with
~J92 ~

Yes 44% 4%

No 56% 96%

XI Who maintain records

Self 89% 91%

Family member 5.5% 9%
Other persons 5.5% —

XII Priorities of Work

Maintaining Pump 38% 48%

Maintaining Records — —

Attending monthly 6%
meetings

First 2 of the above 17% -

All 3 above 38% 52%

XIII ~
Satisfied 94% 98%

I)nsatisfied 6% 2%
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I

Data Base

The following analysis is made from the recording system presently

followed by the Maintenance System, and kept by the JEs at Block

level. The records and reports used to complete this analysis

are as follows

1. Monthly Work Reports of JEs to 2ND, detailing technical

checks completed. Though this report also details

maintenance of pumps during the month, this information

has not been used since it does not distinguish between

maintenance done by the 1st Tier and the 2nd Tier.

2. Monthly Meeting Reportsof JEs & SEs with SElls, where

technically checked hand pumps are recorded when handed

over to SElls, and where SElls report on the status of

problem installations. This report also covers some

other aspectsof the MaintenanceSystem which have

been high—lighted at the appropriate place.

3. Master Record of Thbe Wells, maintained by the JEs

where—in they record the completion of the technical

check of a pump installation. This record is maintained

on the basis of projected number of tube wells in a

village, against which actual completion details are

recorded when technical checks are completed.

4. Master Record of ~-1andovertoSElls, where details of each

pump handed over are maintained against names o±

individual SElls.

5. Individual SEll’s Records; which are separate registers

for each SEll, with separate records of maintenance of

each pump, from the time of its hand over to the SEN.

~: __
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The study of these records has yielded data on the Maintenance

System in Delang and Rajkanika which is compiled in Annexure 3

The contents of this Annexure, tabulated separately for each Block
are as follows

1. Details of H andover of pumps to SElls, which is a

tabulation of the initial projections of hand pumps to

be given to each SEll, comparedwith the actual chronolo-

gical sequence of hand overs, and the final numbers of

pumps with each SEll by June 1987.

2. Details of Maintenancedone by SElls on their pumps,

amplifying the frequency of repairs on both IN II and

- Inalsa Suction pumps, which are the two kinds of pumps

under the maintenance system.

3. Summary of Monthly Meeting Reports on problem p&~imps,

which analyses the type and extent of problems, that SENs

refer to the JEs for the attention (and action) of the

2nd Tier.

Technical Checks & Hand overs

The analysis that emergesregardingTechnical Checks and Hand over

of pumps from the data, can be summariaed as follows

Table 8 : Hand over and Work Load_Analysis _______

Delang Rajic~nika Total

I Technical Checks & Nos % Nos % Nos %
Handovers

Expected Nos. of 447 100% 444 100% 891 100%
pumps to be given

Technical checks 324 73% 306 69% 630 71%
completedby June87 .

Pumpshandedover to 296 66% 305 69% 601 67%
SENs by June 87

*

* Theremay be a discrepancyof 4 pumps In this figure.
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TI

Table 8 (Contd.): Handovers & Work Load Analysis

handed over

Delang Rajkanika Total

Work Load Ana1~sis
of SElls

SElls with more than
80% of projected
number of pumps to
be given

With more than 50%
but less than 80% of
projected no. pumps
to be given

~hth less than 50% of
projected no. of pumps
to_be_given

Nos %

11 46%

7 29%

6 25%

Nos %

6 25%

9 37.5%

9 37.5%

Nos %

17 35%

16 33%

15 32%

Totals: 24 100% 24 100% 48 100%

The above Table whows that

1. 67% of the projected number of pumps have been

to the 1st Tier of the maintenancesystem.

2. 71% of the projected number of pumps have been technically

checked.

3. The above percentageswill change favourably if the

projected numbersof pump installations have gone down

during actual construction of wells.

4. The distribution of SElls, about one—third in eachgroup,

is equal in three groupings or’ percentages of pumps

handed over, of above 80%, between 80% and 50%, and below

50%.

5. If weighted overages were taken of the work loads of

individual SEll, then the system is currently functioning

at 68% of the projected load on the maintenancesystem.

This is consistant with the gross average of hand over

of pumps in both Blocks.

~— ~
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A second important aspectemerging
from the data concerns Frequency & Nature of Repairs.

Table 9 : Frequency & Nature of Repairs undertaken by SElls.

Delang Rajkanika

‘

TM II
Irialsa
Suction IN II

Total No. of Pumps
handedover to SElls
by June87

271 (100%) 35 (100%) 305
Data avail-
able for 107
only (iOC%F

Number of Pumps with no
repairs since iristalla—
tiori

225 ( 83%) 12 ( 34%) 48 C 45%)

Number of Times Repaired Minor
Rep

Major
Rep

Minor Major Major Minor

Once
.

19
(7% )

16
(6%)

- 9
(26%)

35
(33%)

8
(7%)

Twice 6
(2% )

1 -

-

7
(20%)

7
(7%)

6
(6%)

Thrice 2 -

-.

- 5
(14%)

— 3
(3%)

Four times 1 - — 2
(6%)

— —

Five times 1 — - — — -

The above Table indicates the following

1. 83% IN II pumps neededno repairs

Rajkanlka this figure was 45%~

In Delang, but in

2. This difference was because there was a large group of

35% of one—time minor repairs in Rajkanlka, which were
mostly missing nuts and bolts.
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3. In fact most “minor repairs” in both Blocks, whether

“once” or more, were replacement of nuts & bolts.

4. This Indicates that the maintenancesystem

f\inctioned effectively in replacing and recording the need

for small components. Secondly, the frequency of routine

visits of SElls was fairly regular since such replacements

did occur on multiple occassions.

5. Therehave beenexceptional casesof one pump needing

minor replacementsfour times and anotherfive times.

6. The occurranceand frequencyof major maintenance for

TM II pumps in Delang was substantially lower than in

Rajkanika. Almost all these cases were of replacement

of leather cup washers of the cylinder, and occassionally,

replacement of riser pipe sockets which failed during

reinstallation. -

7. Though a total of 305 pumps have been handedover to

SElls in Rajkanika, the JE’s records yield data on only

107 installations. There were no records available for

8 out of 24 SElls of Rajkanika. This is a serious lapse

of the 2nd Tier. The data available for 107 pumps,

were for Ill 11 pumps only, and upto May 87 (and not

June 87). These factors affect the reliability of the data

base.

8. The maintenance history of Inalsa Suction pumps shows

that 34% installatIons underwent no repairs and that

66% installations underwent “major” repairs. 40% of the

installations recordedwere than one “major” repair.

Almost all the repairs to Inalsa Suction pumps were

cases of plunger rod breakage, and this failure is

consistant with observations on this pump elsewhere.
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9. The absenceof any record of installations of Inalsa Suct-

ion pumps in Rajkanika implies that the rejuvenation

programme had not started by April 87, or that the JE’s

records are incomplete in this aspectalso.

Deta from Annexure 3

in Table 10.

regardingproblem pumps is summarised

Table 10 : Summaryof Reportsof Problem Pumps.

Nature of Problem Delang Rajkanika Total

18

34
74

9

13

Low Yield/Depletion

Turbidity

Saline to taste

Fe to taste

11

32

7

11

7

2

2

2

PedestalShaking

Damaged Drain

Waste Water Disposal
Problem

5

9

8

-

2

2

5

ii

10

26

Handle Hard/Shaking

ScouredPlatform/Drain

8

3

-

-

8

3
11

Rusting of Pump Head

Extended Breakdown

52

6

-

2

52

8

60

From the above table, the conclusions are

1. 74 casesof problem wells were recordedIn the catagory

of water quality and quantity. These reports consisted

of Low Yield or Depletion in the wells, Thrbidlty and

tongue taste of Salinity and Iron content. Most of these

caseswere positively verified by the JEs. However, no

.
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procedurehas been formulated by which such casescan be

quantitatively assessedand then decided upon for action.

However, just the presence of this report indicates that

water quality problems may occur in wells that were

Initially successful. In terms of the extent of the

problem, it could be very roughly estimated that about

10% of the wells have deteriorated with water quality

problems in an averagetime spanof about 11 months pump

life of about 600 pumps.

2. Under the catagory of unsatisfactory installations, a

total of 26 caseswere recorded, or about 4% of installa-

tions.

3. Rusting of pump heads were recorded in 52 cases in Delang,

representing 19% of installations in Delang. It can expe-

cted that the extent of the problem in similar in

Rajkanika also, though no such obseçvation is made.

4. Extendedbreakdownshave been recordedin 8 cases, or

1.3% of total installations. Theseactually represent

“urirepairable” pumps, or tube wells that have become

defunct. Generally, theseare casesof rejuvenation

wells, where the well has got choked.

~2~-k~- ~
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ANNEXURE 1

TRAINING PLAN

& TRAINI.NG SCHEDULES
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Q_2~22~ ~

The training course is divided into two parts. The 1st part is of

a 6 days and the 2nd part is of a 12 days duration. The training

is arranged at a convenient site within a zone covering one third

the Block. Each Block is divided into 3 zones. There will be 7—10

blacksmiths/bicycle mechanicsin eachcourse. T.A. and D.A. are

given to the trainees during the course.

The 1st part covers general orientation, motivation and instruction

in maintenanceand repair of above—the—ground mechanisms of hand—

pumps. Instruction in repair and maintenanceis done at the field

sites. Upon completion of the first part of the training the

trainees get a standardtool kit.

A working contract is signed ~ihich will later be superceded by a

final contract after the completion of the 2nd part of the train-

ing course and successful performance.

The 2nd part is arranged approximately 2 months after the comple-

tion of the 1st course.

Ekiring this interim period the performanceof the trainees and

community attitudes aremonitored. Problems faced and issues dealt

with will be items of discussionand follow-up training during the

first 6 days of the 2nd part of the course. During the last 6 days

of the course the trainees will be instructed in the below—the

—ground mechanisms.

Training also includes overall management of the system including

spareparts supply, keeping of log sheets, register and accounts

of spareparts used. Upon completion of the course the trainees

receivea bicycle with provision to carry special tools.
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CD

~1

Block

Delarig

Venue

Vill.Berboi (Berbol C.P.)

Part I : 12/2 — 5/4, eachcourse6 days.

Part 2 : 5/5 —19/7, eachcourse 12 days.

—do— Vill.Indlpur Deuli
(AbhayamukhiRamachandrapurG.P)

—do- Vill.Harirajpur
(Sthgbhrahmapur G.P.)

Rajkanika Viii. Charantupada
(Jagulalpada G.P.)

-do- Vill. Siopada(SiapadaG.P.) 2 31/3—5/4 ~16—2B/6 10 M.S.Sahoo

—do- Viii. Ayatan (Trailokyapur G.P.) 3 31/3—5/4 16-28/6 8 B.N.Singh

(6) (54)

NB: A refresher training course will be arranged in November

4 days duration.

Batch - Part 1 Part 2

1 12—17/2 5—17/5

2 3- 8/3 7-19/7

3 17-23/3 7—19/7

No. of trainees

10

Coordinator

N. S. Sahoo

1 17-23/3

(All)

1—12/6

9 M.S.Sahoo

9 B.N.Singh

9 M.S.Sahoo

1986, if found necessary. The course will be of
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Resourcepersonsfor each part 1 and 2 training courses:

I Senior Socio—Economist,SED

I Socio-Economist, SED

I Executive Engineer, ThD

I Asst. Engineer, ‘IND

I Junior Engineer, ThD

1 Field Executive Engineer

1 Asst. Engineer, SD0

1 Junior Engineer, Field Sub-division

Other persons invited

1. Inaugurationof the DelangPart I course

- ~XE-cum-PD

— 3 G.P. Sarpanches

- B.D.0

— Panchayat Samiti Chairman

— P.H.C Medical Officer

— P.H.C. Ductor, Specialist on water—bornediseases.

2. Inaugurationof the Ra~jkanikaPart I course

- OCE-cum-PD

— 1 G.P. Sarpanch

- PanchayatSamiti Chairman

- 13.D.0.

- P.H.C. Medical Officer

Monitoring

The interim period between Part 1 and Part 2 of the training course

will be used for monitoring and further motivation of the trainees

In the field. 1 Junior Engineer and 1 Socio—Economist will be In

charge. Equal importanceshould be given to the monitoring of:

— the functioning of the system

- the performanceof the SEMs

— the community’s response

— other sources of income of the SEN’s household
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A status report of Delang and Rajkanika Part I courses will be

submitted by 7th April 1986. Among other things the report will

include

I. Deta on trainees (age, sources of income of the household,

details on householdoccupation, education).

2. Full observationalreport on eachcourse (with particular

emphasison trainees interest, motivation and participa-

tion)

3. Brief outline of important incidents and issues dealt with

during the training period.

Training Schedulefor Part I Training of SElls

All the Artisans/Blacksmiths will be divided into three teams, in

each team, it is assumed, that 15 persons can be trained. The

training duration for each team would be one week. The detail

programme is as follows :—

1st day
11.00—12.00 Introduction of trainees & trainers

12.00—13.00 Brief Description of DANIDA Project
and its relation with the Tubewells

13.00—14.30 L 11 N C H

14.30-15.00 Importance of safe Drinking Water

15.00—15.45 Importanceof MaintainingTubewells SED/AE Delang

15.45-16.00 TEA Break

16.0O—17.CK) Generatingthe importanceof black- SED
smiths in maintaining tube—wells

2nd Dey.

10.00—11.00 Assessment of each trainee’s skill, SED/’ITID
capacity

11.00—13.00 Anatomy of HP, its functioning proce- ThID
dure for HP installations

13.00-14.00 L U N C H

I ___ ___ ____
~ ~ ____

SED

SED

SED
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Exposure to different equipments
special tools & standardtools.

The trainees will be asked to
identify and name each parts,
tools & special tools. They will be
asked to describe its function.

TEA Break

Slide show

Descriptionon different types of
handpuznpsproposedto be installed
in the Blockg

Providing adequateknowledge to
handle tools and use spare parts
for different types of HP repair

Assessment of individual blacksmith’s
understanding on the use of tools
and other technical aspects

LUNCH

(Training Centre Demonstration)

Servicing of different parts of a HP.

(Field Demonstration)
Traineeswill be taken into field
visit to demonstratedifferent
types of handpumps

LUNCH

Continuation of the morning
session’sprogramme

14.C0—15.CX)

15.00—15.45

15. 45—16.00

16.00-17.(X)

3rd day

10.00-11.00

11.00—12.00

12.00—13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00
(Tea Break
at 15.45)

4th Day

10.00-13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

ThID

‘I1~1D/SED

TMD

ThD/SED

TMD

~MD

TMD/SED

Th~D/SED

11’TD/SED

5th C~y

10.00—12.00

12.00—13.00

Assessment of the previous day’s
experience

Providing necessary solutions and
suggestions to the trainees - if
there is any doubt or difficulties
faced by them in the field
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13.00-14.00 L U N C H

14.00—15.00 Description of long and short term
responsibility in connection of
their duties — (like timely check up,
Lubrication, Reporting, etc.)

15.00—15.45 Description of factors responsible
for the Malfunctioning of handpurnp
the dunes of SEN to prevent them.
Identification of defectsand remedies

15.45-16.00 TEA Break

16.00—17.00 Mode of getting information of
Tubewells — formal and informal ways
a getting information

6th Day

10.00—11.00 Introduction of Duty Manual of the
SEll (About timely visit to the
villages, list of tubeweils)

11.00—12.00 Reporting system of Major breakdowns
(Definition of major and minor break-
down) to the mobile team and supply
system of spare parts to the SEll
according to their convenience

12.00—13.00 Discussion about the maintenanceof
log sheets and other records.

13.00—14.00 L U N C H

14.00-15.00 Evaluation of the training programme
by both the parties,trainers and
trainees,clearanceof doubts-if any

15.00—15.45 Distribution of literature, Records,
guidlines etc.

15.45—16.00 TEA Break

16.00-17.00 Valedectory meeting and closing

~

‘IND/SED

ThD

SED

SED

SED/TMD

SED/ThID

SED/’IND

SED

SED

-~:
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Training Schedule for Part II Training of SElls

1st day

10.30—10.45 Introductory remarks

10.45—11.30 Brief description on the necessicity
of Part II training with reference
to the Part I training

The traineeswill be asked to
describetheir experiencesand
feelings during the interim period
betweenPart I and Part II training

LUNCH

14.00—16.00 Assessment of each trainees tech-
nical knowledgeat the training
camp level

16.00—16.15

16.15—17.00

2nd Day

10.00-13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

TEA Break

Evaluation of the whole day’s
progranine, with reference to
the Part I training course

Review of the Training centre
demonstration of Part I training
(servicing of different handpumps)

LUNCH

Anatomy of bandpump cylinder and
its functions

SEE(SED) & JE(ITID)

JE (‘ITvID)

JE (~iD)

3rd Day

10.00-13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

Review of field demonstration
servicing the above ground
parts of different handpump~with
reference to Part I training.

LU N C H

Continuation of the field demon—

JE (IND)&JE(sDo)

—do—

11.30—13.00

13.00—14.00

00E—cum-PD

SEE (SED)

JE (‘IllD)

JE(TMD) & SEE(SED)

stration.
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5th Day

9/5/86 (Friday)

10.00-13.00

13.00—14.00

14. CO—I7.00

6th Day

10.00—I3.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

7th Day

8th Day

10.00—13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

Description on drilling,lowering
and the Saline Sealing of the
tubewell
Description of the deep and shallow JE(SDO)

tubewells and the water level.

LUNCH

Description on different parts
of the handpump cylinder

Evaluation of the whole days
Programme

Continuationof field demon— JE(IND) & JE(SDO)
stration

Field demonstration,(complete JE(~IllD)
dismantling and reassemblingof
TM TI bandpuinp, Team Ill.

LUNCH

Group discussion. SE(SED)

Holiday

Field demonstration of JE(TMD) & JE(SDO)

Team I and 11

LUNCH

Continuation of field demonstra— JE(Th1D)
tion (Team III).

4th ~

10.00—12.00

12.00—13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—15.00

15.00—17.00

AE(ThD) & JE(’IND)

JE(ThID) & JE(SDO)

JE(’IND) & SEE(SED)

JE(~l1~1D)& JE(SDO)Field demonstration (complete
dismantling and reassemblingof
IN IT handpump) Team 1, 11

LUNCH

—~
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Brief description on the common
breakdowns in case of IN II hand—
pumps and Inalsa—suction handpump
etc.

Brief description on the tools
(special and standard) useful
maintenance and how to take care
of thesetools.

LUNCH

Training game.

Assessmentof the whole topic
covered In the field during
last three days.

Tea at 16.00

Description on the utility of
additional hel.piriing hand (skill-
ed) at the time of opening of
the below ground mechanism of the
handpuinp

Role play

LUNCH

Slide Show

JE(ThD)

JE(~IT1D)

SE( SED)

JE(ThID)

JE(IND) & SEE(SED)

9th Day

10.00-11.30

11.30—13.00

13.00-14.00

14.00—15.00

15.00—17.00

10th Day

10.00-13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—17.00

11th Day

10.00-12.00

12.00—13.00

13.00—14.00

14.00—16.00

Field a~sessmentof the Trainees
in their respective operational
area. (Team I) (changing of
bucket, cylinder etc.)

LUNCH

Continuationof the field assess— JE(ThD) & SEE(SED)
ment, (Team TI).

~IME(~4D)& SEE(SED)

SE(SED) & SE(SED)

~ & AE(Th1D)

16.00-17.00 Clearance of doubt JE(TMD) & SEE(SED)
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12th Day

10.00-11 .00 Brief description on the function
of platform

AE(ThD) & SEE(SED)

11.00—12.00 Description on the quality of
water available through the hand-
pump. (Emphasiswill be given to
the Iron content and its advan-
tages and disadvantages for human
health).

Analyst
Palasuni, Lab.

12.00—13.00

13.00—14.00

Description on the technique
involved in removing iron content
(Iron removal plant).

LUNCH

AE (DO)

14.00-17.00

13th Day

Observational field visit to the
Iron removal plant of Cop Block.

AE(DD) & SE(SED)

10.00—Il .00

11.00—12.00

Brief description on the accepti—
bility of iron content and
its effect on human health

Introduction of contract
(Oniya version) to the SElls.

SEE(SED)

SEE(SED)

12.00—13.00 Procedureof maintenanceof
different records, logsheets in
connectionwith the SElls
activity.

SEE(SED) & JE(ThD)

13.00—14.00

14.00—14.45

14. 45—15.00

LUNCH

Distribution of materials and tools Chief Adviser
(special and standard) to the SElls.

Valedictory addressto the participants. SEA
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CONTRACT

Contract of Assignmentbetweenthe Orissa Drinking Water Supply

Project (hereinafter called as the Project) and the Self

Employed Mechanic (SEll) Sri

S/0 Viii. P.O.

Dist. (herein after called as the Mechanic).

WHEREAS the Project envisages proper maintenance and suppervision

of the handpumpsin all habitations in the villages as mentioned

in the list attached(Annex. I) and wants to entrust the repair

& maintenanceworks to a suitable personand has invited offers

to do the same on contractual basis

AND WHEREAS the Mechanic has given his offer and is willing to

undertake the maintenance and repair works of handpumps as a

Self Employed Mechanic in the villages as per attachedlist of

handpumpsto be maintain (Annex. I) on a yearly consolidatedpay-

ment suitably divided into monthly instalments

NOWTHIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH and it is hereby agreedbetween

Project and the Mechanic as to the following

1. The Mechanic shall be in chargeof maintenanceand

repair of handpumpsassignedto him in the villages

as in the list of handpumps to be maintained (Annex. I)

and shall be called the “Self Employed Mechanic (SEll)”.

He shall keep the handpumps in proper working condition

and report the same to the officer in charge as per the

instructions given to him and in prescribed forms.

2. Upon mutual agreement between the Project and the

Mechanic, the number of handpumps to be maintained as

per the attached list may be increased or decreased.
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3. The Mechanicshall be paid Rs.100.OO(One hundred only)

per handpump per year, assignedto him. The payment

shall be made in monthly instalmentsand shall cover

remunerationfor his job and responsibilities detail-

ed in the Duty Chart (Annex. ii).

4. The Mechanic shall be supplied with a bicycle by the

Project for carrying out the works assignedhim as

per Annex. 11. An amount of Rs.IOO/— (One hundredonly)

will be paid to the Mechanicper annum for annual repair

and maintenanceof the bicycle during the contract

period. The Mechanic shall return the bicycle to the

Project after the expiry of the contract.

5. The Project shall supply a set of tools as listed in

Annex. III. to the Mechanic free of cost for carrying

out the job as assigned to him as per Annex. II.

6. The Project shall supply the necessary spareparts and

consumables required by the Mechanic for carrying out

the job, as per the projected requirement of the

Mechanic.

7. The Mechanic shall show sufficient cause in the event

of loss, breakage,damageetc. of the bicycle and

tools supplied to him or shall indemnify the Project in

appropriateterms.

8. The Mechanic shall keep up—to-daterecord of all the

sparepartsused in the prescribed monthly spareparts

log—sheet and produce it before the officer in charge

on prescribeddates, every month.

9. The Project and the Mechanic shall have the right to

terminate the contract. The Project shall give seven

days and Mechanic shall give thirty days advance notice

to terminate the contract.

______ — - ________________

~ ~
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10. In the event of termination of contract by the Project

or the Mechanic, the Mechanic shall return all the pro-

perties of the Project such as bicycle, tools, unused

spareparts etc. supplied to the Mechanic in good condi-

tion excepting for natural wear and tear, within seven

days proceeding the date of termination of contract fail-

ing which the Project shall be free to take appropriate

action to recover the properties supplied to the Mechanic.

11. In the case of any damageto the tubewells or handpuznps,

the Mechanic in-charge of maintenance shall give suff i-

cient reasonsto prove that the damageoccured is not due

to his negligenceor carelessness.If the reasonsare

not sufficient to prove so, the Project shall be free to

take appropriate action to make good of the loss.

12. Tn caseof deathof the Mechanic the contract shall

automatically stand cancelledand the Project shall

claim the return of its properties advancedto the

Mechanic from the latter’s legal heirs.

13. The duration of the agreement is from to

31.12.87, after which period, the agreementmay be

renewedby the Project and the Mechanicwith a fresh

negotiation of the terms and conditions.

IN WITNESS WHERE OF the Project and the Mechanic sign

in agreement on this day of 15thJui~ 1987

after going through the same.

Orissa Drinking Water Self Employed Mechanic
Supply Project

WIThESSES

1.

2.
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SELF EMPLOYED MECHANIC DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

MONTHLYCHECKS

The SEM is to undertake and carry—out regular PREVENTIVE

MAINTENANCEand REPAIR on every handpump alloted to him. This

must be done at least once every month. The SEll has to draw a

scheduleso as to cover all the handpumps under his responsibi-

litity in time. The schedulehas to be strictly followed.

Work will involve

1) Check all washers,bolts, nuts and check nuts for being there

and ensure they are fully tight.

ii) f-Iandpump pedestal must be firm in its foundation. Repair

using Cement slurry, if necessary.

iii) Check handle for operation. It should have smooth and firm

movement (no loosenessor jerks).

iv) Remove any rust and repaint with metal Primer—preferably do

this during morning hours so that it will dry up during the

day when the handpump is least used.

v) Open Inspection cover

a) Clean inside

b) Apply metal Primer on any rusty spots, after removing

the rust.

c) checkalignment of connectingRod in Bush, it must be

centralised.

d) Ensure connecting Rod threaded portion is fully tight

along with check nuts.

e) Ensure Chain’s top bolt and Nylock Nut are tight . Do

not overtighten Nyloc Nut.

f) See if Chain is adequatelycoated with Grease/Rust

preventive and moves freely, otherwise replace by the

sparechain and coupling, ensurethe threaded portions

— ~ ~
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of connecting rod and coupling have clean and proper

threads. If necessarycut off badly threaded portion

of connecting rod and rethread.

g) Greasethe Chain. Do not use excessivelubricant or

allow it to run down into the Bore hole/Riser Pipe.

h) If the handle movement is heavy remove the handle and

the bearing from it for cleaningand re-lubrication.

Reaseamble bearings with care.

Removal and re-assembly of Axle should not need heavy

hammering.

Use (1) Axle pushout and (2) Bearing Setter Special tools

for this work. Do not hammer the threaded end of the

axle directly with a hammer.

vi) See that the Handpump is clean - wash if needed.

vii) See that the pumping operations provide water readily in

adequatequantity. Lack of water coming out indicates that

attention is neededto the below-ground assembly. This work

should be undertakenat the very earliest to ensure conti-

nuity of water from the handpuinp.

Adequate preventive maintenance would reduce the chances of

break-downsand emergencyattention Also the wear and

tear on parts is reducedresulting in less expenseson spare

parts.

YEARLY CHECKS

i) Remove below—the—ground assembly i.e. riser pipe, conne-

cting rod, cylinder assembly as. per the standard

procedure.

ii) Check primarily the plunger bucket washers,sealing rings

and rubber valve seats in the cylinder assembly.
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GENERALRESPONSIBILITIES

1) Keep adequatestock of essential sparesand have timely

replacementof sparesand consumables.

ii) Maintain and submit monthly prescribed formats to Junior

Engineers& Socio—economistson the status of the pumps

under his—charge,covering

- details of repair and maintenancedone during the

month alongwith the use of spare parts.

— anticipated requirement of spare parts for repair &

maintenancefor the subsequentmonths.

- clearance of accounts.

iii) Maintain the bicycle and tools is good condition.

iv) Motivate the villagers to keep the sorroundirig of the

handpumpclean & ensureproper waste water disposal.

v) Motivate villagers in correct operation of the handpumps.

~i~1
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

SPECIAL ~J0L~S

Water Tank Lifter

Self Locking Clamp

Coupling Spanner

Connecting rod Lifter

Handle Axle Punch

Riser Pipe Lifting
Spanner

Chain Coupling

Supporter

ConnectingRod Vice

Crank Spanner

BearingSeater

STANDARD~LS

Hammer (1 kg.)

Hack Saw(300 mm)

Oil Can

Wire Brush

Half Round File(10”

Flat File (10”)

Adjustable Spanner

1

1

2

1

2

1

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

colour) fitted with special tools

mo.

1 no.

2 nos.

Sl.
No. Name Il~si.

Qty.~~ Name ~Qty

Round Die Ml? x 1.75

Pipe Die Set(32mm)

Pipe Wrench(6O0~rim)

Pipe Wrench(45~nm)

Double Ended Spannei.

Screw Driver(3OCmm)

I

1

1

1

I

3

1

1

1

1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1. One Cycle (

carrier — Cycle No.

Miscellaneous

1. Tool box for Special Tools

2. Measuring tape

15. Canvasbag to carry tools
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~.. • ~i%... %JJ~ I I..J ~J. I VJ. &;~IJ ill Lti I

.

NameofSEM

.—I

om
~-W
‘~

~.

,—.a
u.&ven

by
June87

,~

~‘ .~

~..

.~

~

~

L

.~

~

8

B~

~

Bw

~

N—
~

~.

~

.~

E

c~

eo

~

.-~~

~

w

~

Krupasindhu Maharana
Kailash th. Maharana
Prahallad Maharana

21
18
21

17
18
15

17
18
14

100
100
93

15
16
18

. 2
2

—4
Nrusingha Maharana
Susant C),. Maharana
Courariga Mahapatra

19
21
20

12
19
20

10
16
17

83
84
85

14
17
11

1
3

1

1

—5
-2

2
Madhusudan Maharana
Krishna Cn. Maharana
Canesh Ch. Maharana

21
23
16

15
22
16

13
20
10

87
91
63

13
19
12 2 1

1
-5

Muralidhara Mahararia
~sarathi Maharana
Cobind Ch. Maharana

25
19
25

14
18
21

8
9

10

57
50
48

6 •

1
8

2
2
1

4 2
1

RaJ Kishore Maharana
Prafulla Ku. Maharana
Bhlkarl Maharana

26
18
35

20
18
23

6
3

13

30
17
56

1
1
4

1 1

2 7

3

Jatadhari Maharana
Sudarsan Maharana
Anadi Maharana

14
25
19

14
25
18

12
15

6

86
60
33

4
10

2

6

2

2
4
1

2
1
1

Debaraj Maharana
Bairagi Máharana
Abhiram Maharana

23
20
28

12
20
23

11
15
14

92
75
61

2
1

7

8
4
7

6
1
4

ck~aduMaharana
23. Kelu ~h. Maharana
24. Prafulla Maharana

25
43
19

24
24
19

18
21

1*
68
0

6
•2
1

T4 T4
5

—~

14

Total 544 447 296w ~�, 5~34 [ 43 3~ 7

Total Numbers of Pumps Pumps Hand over each Month

CD

I-..

* Exploratory tube well, not included in the 19 pumps to be given.
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Annex. 3 : Nature of Repairs in Delang Block — TM TI & Inalsa Suction Pumps

CD

Lw
F-
I-..
I-.

u
~

~
)-1W

~

u~~

~

Number of Pumps
Repaired~

w wu u~i Cl)~

8 ~ ~

~,,

~~
~

Cfl...4ft~
~

Number of Pumps
~aired

5

GJ
~
~

~)U)

~J
~

U)

~
~

Maharana 17
Ct,. Maharana 18

Maharana 14*

17
17
15*

12
15
12

4
2
2

1

1
1
4

.

1 1
1
1 1

Maharana 10*
Maharana 16

Mahapatra 17

Maharana 13
0,. Maharana 20

Maharana 10

13*
14
13 -

10
13
6

12
14
13

9
12
6

1

1
1

1
2
4
3
7
4

1
1

2
2

1

1

1
1
4

1

1
2

1

1

2

1

Maharana 8
Maharana 9

Maharana 10

8
8
9

7
5
8

1
3
1

T
1
1

—

KishoreMaharana 6 —

Ku. Maharana 3
Mahararia 13

6
3

13
2

13
1

Maharana 12
Maharana 15

Maharana 6

9
15

2

8
4
1

1
3
1

4 2 1 1
3

4

3

2 1 1

Maharana 11
Maharana 15
Maharana 14

11
15
14

5
15
11 3

Maharana 18
Maharana 21
Maharana 1

18
21

1

14
20

1

T~
1

297 271 225 35 7 2 1 1 35 12 9 7 5 2

Pumps were taken from the SE2~ls end converted to Test Pumps





Block: Delang
Annex 3.

Summary of Monthly Meeting Reports of Problem Pumps — II Tier Maintenance
Month: upto June—87

CD

Lw
F-

I-..

S.—

. -~

~ 0 .-i 0

~ °~
—4 .4-’

raflCclayaC.. • ~-‘ w
0~ .-4Lot, ~CL

c~c~ .3C~

~.
4-’

~
V

•-i
.0
C..

~

7

>~

~
•.-4 U
C 4-’
•,4U)
~1

c~

—

F-

a)

.t~
(U

4.)
—‘

~
0

~

— —.
~-.
Ca)
.~

‘-4 C..
CU ~) ~V
4’ S (31
U) bO
U.~ ‘-4CU

CU

~ôi ~

—-
.0
0-.

C.. ~
~

CU .-4 ~
~ CU bO

U) (3) C
w o .—i ..-~

4.’~ V.~
U)U) SCU

~

— ——
I

4-’
CU ~U)

~

(U (U ..-I
V ~ £C~.a)~ .4.’

i..-—. ~..

~fl U)W

OL U)Ii)

~ .~

—

t~~)
5

•~
4.~

~

‘t)
~i 0
V Vc .~
O)CU

4iQ)

c~1~

— r ‘

~

~

1 1 2 6 2

. 4 . • 1 3 6

6 5 1 1 9

2 4 1 3 2 2 5

Srlpurusottampur 1 3 1 . 3 3

Berhampur
-

2
—

1

1

3 7

1 1 2
—~

5

8 23

1 2 2 2 4 6

1 1

Matiapada 2 1 1 1

1 • I I

2 2

Mukhi
— 1 1

1 11 32.7 11 3 9 8 8 3 1 52 6
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Annex. 3 : Seauenceof Hand over of Pumps in Raikanika

.~

C~

Name QfSEM
o~

~.,..W
.~

E

.Ot’-
CO

~,

~

4-’

~

~

.2~
E
.~

c~

~-.a’
~

8

a’
.0

~

~

L
a’
.0

~

c~

~°
~
~

~
~

>-,

~..
CO

E
~

~i
~

1.
2.

- 3.

Rabindra Maharana
Biswanath Nayak
Prabhat Ojha

21
19
18

21
18
17

20
10
15

ii
8
6

3
1
3

5
1
3

1

3
4.
5.
6.

Sahadev Biswal
Demodar Ojha
MadhusudanOJha

18
17
19

-- 21
20
16

18
17
16

16
14
Ii

7
6 — 1

4
1 I

3
4

7.
8.
9.

UpendraKhuntia
Narottam Ojha
BiswanathOjha

19
17
16

10
13
11

. 4
3
8

1
4
3

3
5

2
1

10.
11.
12.

Rabindra Ku. Ojha
Rarnakanta Ojha
lJmakantaSahoo

17
19
19

17
19
17

14
16
8

— 2
2

~2
2
2

3
1
4

9
11
— —

13.
14.
15.

Bipin Cli. Roy
Bidya.Mahakul
Ganesh Sutar

16
17
16

16
17
16

12
15
5

— 5
8
2

4
8
8

2
7
5
3

16.
17.
18.

Prafu].la Sutar
Narahari Jena
Ganesh Cli. Ojha

25
19
18

25
19
18

12
21
16

—

4
2
2

5
4
6
6

19.
20.
21.

Niranjan Ojha
Khirod Khuntia
Krutibash Ojha

31
22
16

31
22
14

23
7
7

15
2
5

4

1

4

1

±4
5

22.
23.
24.

Ramesh Cli. Sahoo
Kamala Kanta OJha
Sarat Cli. OJha

18
20
19

17
20
17

11
12
6

22

8
2
6

4
3
6

Totals 444 305 47 46 65 42 79

Total Numbersof Pumps Pumps Hand over eachMonth

:3
CD

F-

I-’.

.5—





Annex. 3 : Nature of Repairs in Rajkanlka Block

:3
:3
CD

Lw

r

—4
CO

“-I
C..

~I.”

4’ C C’ M~

°.~Q
c~~

~
.0

.-I U)
CO0.U~

~P21x,j
C.). LI)

,..~

~ .~

VU).Q
—4 V CO
~ C.. ‘—4

.-4O’.-4
VQ(U
5W~~ CO

..-,

~CO
(. ‘~

0 Cl) L
0.0•mo

02(3)
Z 0. ~

~-i

‘—4 Cl)
COO.
4.)50
E-~0..

.~,

Z~
~

Cl) ..-s
Q.cU
~

2WP... Q

Repaired
Cnce

C.. C..
0 0

.,-,

‘-I (U

E

Repaired
Twice

C.. C..
0 0

~
•-4

E

Repaired
Three Times

C.. c..
0 0
C

.

1.
2.

- 3.

Rabindra Maharana
Biswanath Nayak
Prabliat Ojha

20
10
15

*

10
12

10
12

4
7

5
3

1
1 1

4.
5.
6.

Sahadev Bjswal
Eemodar Ojha
Madhusudan Ojha

16
14
11

*
11

7
11

7
2
4

7.
2-

1 (1) 1
1

7.
8.
9.

Upendra Khuntia
Narottam Ojha
Blswanath Ojha

10
13
11

*

*

8 8

~

3 3 (2) 2

10.
11.
12.

RabindraKu. Ojha
Ramakanta Ojha
Unakanta Sahoo

15
16

8

5
. 5

8

5
5
8

3
3

1
2
4

1

2 2

13.
14.
15.

Bipth Qi. Roy
Bidya Mahakul
Canesh Sutar

12
15

5

5
10

2

5
10

2
9
2

4
1

16.
17.
18.

Prafulla Sutar
Narabari Jena
Ganesh Oh. Ojha

12
21
16

*

*

8 8 1 1 4(1) 1 1

19.
20.
21.

Niranjan Ojha
Khirod Khuntia
Krutibash Ojha

23
7
7

*

*

2 2 2

22.
23.
24.

Ramesh Cli. Sahoo
Kamala Kanta Ojha
Sarat Cli. Ojha

11
12
6

8
3
3

8
3
3

6
1
1

2
2

(2) 2

Totals 305 107 107 48 35 8 7(6)# 6 3

Note : # 6 Pumps underwent repairs twice, once minor, and once major.
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:3
:3
(0

Lw

F-

I-..

Block: -

Month:

El a.j han I ha

upto June—87

Annex. 3

Summary of Monthly Meeting Reports of Problem Pumps — II Tier M~intenance

‘-I

.~

~‘

VIllae/
Gram ~anchayat

‘~i-~
.~

.

.

.~‘F-

.~ •

~.

A~

‘~

-~

.0

~

.~ ~.

h
‘-~

il

I

~

~

~

U)

.~

- I

I. Siopada 2 1

2. Jagulalpada 1

3. Kantapada I I

4. Trallokyapur . 2 1

5. ueulatara I

6. Jaynagar I .

‘7. Olmver 2 ‘

8. Kantabania I

9’ Baradia 1

10. Bharlgada I

11. Baruna

12. Koranda 1 1

13. Pradhanpada

14. Total:— 7 2 2 2 2 2 2

15.
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ANNEXURE 4

LOG SHEETS

FOR SEMs

MONTHLY BEPORTS
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cu~ fj~i-~
~ çlI~O6
MONTHLY LOG SHEET

~NDJAMARKII DEEPWEEL

‘.MONTh)
Jt~g~~ç~ (5EM’5 ~JAME)

~nd~I~°(OPERAT~0NALAREANO.)
~ ~‘~j(fl(NO.OFP(JMPUSTED)

PLEASE WRITE fl4E NO. OF THE SPARE PARTS BELLOW WE PICTURE OF SPARE PARTS.

:3
:3
(U





/ SEM’5
~i:1~~ /

I�l~~ ~ 6511 H IR~6~1~~

~ ~9! ~6f~1~ f1~6~&6~~

~9I~I�~ ~
THE ENL)3~EDPUMPS ~IAVEBEEN MAIHTMHELI ~YM~I~’ITIlE C1,RRENTMONTII
AND TilE NÜOF SPARE F3~RTStJSEP ~E ME1JIIONED AGAINST RESPECTIVE
REGISTRATION NUMBER5 or ThE PUMP5.





c~E~
~c~i

MONTHLY LOG SHEET
INt~LS/\SUCTION PUMP

(1!~LOCK)
ç1I~MONTH)

~ut~I~~ci (5EP~5NAME)
~iI~iU~~ ~I’P(CPEPAI)ONALAREANO)
GI~~G~1~MI (HO OF PUMP LISTED)

�~c~1~~ �~?~~ 6~c~

PLEA5E WRITE THE NO. OF THE 5PARE PARTS BELLOW THE PICTURE OFSPARE PARTS.
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6~I~1~~9~6~1Q~ ~o
~ ~MI ~66~I~O~6~6~ g’

~ Q~OI~ I
T14EENUSTED PUMPS HAVE BEEN MAINTAINED BY ME IF’J THE CURRENT MONTH

~D THE N0.OF SPARE PARTS (J5ED ARE MENTIONED ~6AIMSTRE5PEC11VE
REGISTRATION NUMBERSOF ThE PUMPS.

~ SEN~
~IE~ / 8IGNP~TURE

I

c~’ic~~

NAME AND PICTURE
OF THE

SPARE PARTS

Ct
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